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The Constitution of The United States

Article I, Section 2

3: Representatives and direct Taxes shall be 
apportioned among the several States which 
may be included in this Union, according to their 
respective Numbers, which shall be determined 
by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, 
including those bound to Service for a Term of 
Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three 
fifths of all other Persons… The Number of 
Representatives shall not exceed one for every 
thirty Thousand, but each State shall have at 
Least one Representative..

What does this have to do with Algebra?

The second part sets a bound on the constant of 
proportionality… let R  be the number of 
representatives a state has and x be the 
population*, this sets a bound on k in the equation: 

R=kx

K <= 1 / 30000
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“
That wasn’t so bad.. I was 

afraid you’d make us do math 

the entire time!

-Student last week after a 2.5hour seminar block.. 
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1.

The Point of Math Class
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“Why do we need to know this?” is a fair question

Math is (often) highly tracked. Regardless of how 
we feel about that, sorting cannot be THE POINT 
of math class

Math students should be developing a 
mathematical lens through which they can view 
the world (this should be one of many lens they 
adopt)

Students must learn quantitative literacy so 
they can understand what they are looking at. 
What the numbers represent is as/more 
important than what the final number is

Students will engage when their classes seem 
relevant, or center around things they care about

The logic that takes center stage in some math 
classes (think Geometry, Set Theory) is the same 
as that employed in philosophy, we just miss the 
connections

Algebra class is the math version of 
grammar/spelling in English class.. Imagine an 
English class that did grammar/spelling all year 
and never engaged with literature
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2.

Why Civics and Social 

Justice? Why Algebra?
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Why Civics and Social Justice? Why Algebra?
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“Current events” or “Current states” - What is happening and how did we get here?

Show students and colleagues that “even a math teacher” can care about real issues

Our role as teachers is to help students understand the world and to empower them to 
CHANGE the world.

Real physics requires Calculus… Redlining Doesn’t. Systemic oppression is an iterative, 
largely Mathematical process.

Interesting! Relevant! Actual Real World Connections! BREAK DOWN THE SILOS!!

This allows you to connect with more students.. not everyone likes the puzzle of pure Math.

Math is Everywhere? 



Should this be its own course? Or an optional seminar 

thing? Or Extra Credit??
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NO! (I mean, sure, but not JUST that)

Students judge the importance of a subject in predictable ways. If schools care about 
something, it isn’t optional. Service at our schools isn’t optional. Algebra 2 isn’t optional. 
American History isn’t optional. 

Should not be a fallback just for students who don’t like / excel at math

Students need to know what the point of math is.. More, they need to know what math itself 
is (it’s not just doing arithmetic)



3.

Parents, Administrators, 

and… THE BOARD
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Everyone is on board with Critical Thinking
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People don’t remember their math classes fondly, they remember them as pointless, this 
provides us with an opportunity

Making connections is what EVERYONE wants math teachers to do

You aren’t pushing an agenda, you’re allowing students to investigate the world 
mathematically

You don’t have to be a radical to make a difference (astonishingly low bar)

Be clear about your mission as it pertains to the mission / Core Values at your school

Math isn’t actually as objective as people think.. But let them think it is if you need to



4.

Teacher Comfort and 

Expertise 
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You don’t have to be an Expert
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Consider the number of word problems we assign about things we don’t really know about - 
Satellites, Earthquakes,  Sailing, &c.

If you’re feeling shaky regarding a topic, talk to someone in your school that is more 
knowledgeable, maybe even collaborate

Find topics that you are comfortable with and start slow - don’t just right into stop and frisk 
if that’s not where you/your school/your students are yet

Students forgive mistakes when they see it’s coming from an honest place

Students need to see us taking risks!



5.

Examples
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Mortgages
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The formula used for an annuity is the result of feeding a compound interest formula into a 
finite geometric series

The formula used for a mortgage is the result of setting an annuity equal to a compound 
interest formula

Exploring the role of down payments and interest rates for mortgages get to the heart of 
exponential functions - initial conditions and growth - as well as to the heart of housing 
discrimination, predatory lending, and intergenerational wealth.

Dixon-Román explored the correlation between grandparents’ wealth and SAT scores

This can be a simple example done for homework or a week long discussion/project



Place your screenshot here
The Mortgage 

project
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Pennsylvania Fair Funding Formula

3-year 

ADM 
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Place your screenshot here
Hold Harmless 

Clause
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Funding Formula as a Literal Equation
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Students can evaluate and determine how much money a district should receive

Students can solve for other variables within the equation

Students can explore the particular aspects of the formula (percentages, indexes, weights, 
medians)

Students can explore  the hold harmless clause and consider/quantify the impact

Depending on the class, the word gap may come up giving you a chance to discuss why 
Sesame Street belongs on PBS



Reading Graphs
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Some other things to explore
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- Conditional Probability and Stop & Frisk

- Gerrymandering and the Efficiency Gap

- Apportionment (House of Representatives), Number Sense, and Geometric Mean

- Conic sections/Inequalities with locations of major supermarkets: Where are the food 
deserts?

- Debt, comparing linear and exponential functions

- Electoral Math, Three Fifths Compromise, Incarceration

- Mean, Median, Mode, and Simpson’s Paradox to explore “Failing Schools”

- Logistic equations/regression and basically anything



thanks!

Any questions?
You can find me at

@JoaoGomes84
jgomes@agnesirwin.org

For a copy of the presentation and to get on a list to 
receive the set of problems, go to 

https://forms.gle/pabVSfUNvFfLeYEb8
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Credits

Special thanks to all the people who made and released 
these awesome resources for free:
✘ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
✘ Photographs by Unsplash
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